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A warm welcome to the September 18 edition of the
Regimental newsletter covering a snapshot of the
activity and achievements of the last eight months.
The Regiment has remained busy with a full range of
activities, including deployments on operations,
exercises and support to our Regular counter parts.
Highlights of this activity include:
Ex MILITIA THUNDER, the Regiment’s Annual
Continuous Training package, which tested all the
capabilities of the Regiment.
Op TRENTON, which the Regiment has deployed
soldiers to conduct combat engineer tasks, working
alongside 36 Engineer Regiment on this UN led
mission in South Sudan.
Ex WARFIGHTER which saw the Commanding
Officer, plus two members of the Regiment deploy to
North Carolina in support of 3 Div.
There have been some major changes for the
Regiment during this period too. Notably, the move
from 8 Brigade under Force Troops Command to 25
(CS) Engineer Group under 3 (UK) Division, which makes the Royal Monmouthshire Royal Engineers
(Militia) the only Reserve Engineer Regiment under a warfighting division. The handover from Lt Col Scott
Spencer to Lt Col Joseph Gossage is also now complete, which means we have a new Commanding
Officer to keep the Regiment moving from strength to strength.
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SUPPORT TO TRAINING AND OPERATIONS:
The Regiment continues to meet it’s key requirement; to enable operations through the mobilisation of
Individual Augmentees (IAs). We currently have eight personnel deployed on operations and have played
a key role in the training of other reserve personnel, alongside supporting training of our regular counter
parts.


Op TRENTON - Reservists from across 8 Engr Bde are deploying over the next 2-3 years in support
of the UN Mission in South Sudan. These will be arduous tours, combat engineer and artisan skills.
R Mon RE(M) has sent eight soldiers in support of the operation.



Ex WARFIGHTER – The Regiment supplied three personnel led by the CO to support the 3 (UK)
Division training package in America. The exercise designed to test command and control in the
field saw UK personnel working for and being tested by US forces.



Op FORTIFY - The Regiment is over 93% manned against its Op FORTIFY targets (478 = 100%
manned).
RHQ is currently under strength at 68% manning, along with Jersey Fld Sqn who are at 71%.
However, the remaining three squadrons are all above their liabilities with 100 Fd Sqn now sitting at
100%, 108 sitting at 105% and 225 sitting 103%.
The Regiment continues to get support from 22 and 26 Engr Regts in the form of Regular
personnel. In addition, we have a Regular second tour Tp Comd posted in to act as a mentor for our
junior officers.
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- January Squadron Training Weekend 8 (5-7 January 18)
The eighth training weekend of the training year
saw 100 Fd Sqn taking soldiers through a
leadership, healthy living and Cambrian Patrol
package. Jersey Fd Sqn used the weekend to
remember the Battle of Jersey with a battlefield
study.
Key to the leadership development package was
the command tasks which saw soldiers completing
all the usual blindfolded tasks and barrel moves. To
test their out of the box thinking a bank heist serial
was also thrown in.
To improve soldier’s decision making skills and prepare soldiers
for Cambrian Patrol a dismounted close combat trainer package
was laid on. Allowing soldiers to act on their decisions before
justifying them to their peers. To make sure they were ready for
the rigors of patrolling PT was coupled with a healthy living stand
that educated them on heat and cold injuries as well as the
importance of diet. Paper plates and fruit and vegetables were
awarded as a prize to high achieving personnel – to reinforce the
healthy living training.
Meanwhile, Jersey commemorated the 237-year anniversary of the
Battle of Jersey, an attempt by the French on 6 January 1781 to
remove the threat Jersey posed to French and American shipping
during the Anglo-French War.
The troops conducted TEWTs at key locations to understand the
terrain and the conditions at the time. Following a refresher in the
Combat Estimate process, the Sappers were split into two groups,
one planning the defence of the Island while the other the assault
applying modern thinking to capabilities at the time. Each produced
a well thought through plan and delivered a well-rehearsed back brief to the OC which survived robust
questioning. A Dinner concluded the day with Cadet instructors and past Squadron members in
attendance. The following day the Squadron blew away the cobwebs with some AFT build up training.

The Death of Major Peirson by John Singleton Copley
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The Road to Op TRENTON (5 January – 27 April 18)
Op TRENTON is the UK’s contribution to the United
Nations Mission in South Sudan (UNMISS). The UK’s first
large scale UN peacekeeping mission since Bosnia in the
1990s. Since its beginning in May 2016 it has grown to
approximately 400 service personnel from 25 different
units. The UNMISS role in South Sudan is to protect
civilians, create the conditions conducive to the delivery
of humanitarian aid, and support the peace process and
Human Rights. In UNMISS soldiers work alongside a
wide variety of other troop-contributing nations including
Mongolia, India, Cambodia, Ghana and Rwanda.
The British Army’s Engineer Task Force has been busy
constructing the Task Force Base in Malakal and
Protection of Civilians (PoC) camps at Bentiu and
Malakal in the north of the country, as well as a
temporary field hospital followed by a permanent one. A
UK troops based in Malakal and Bentiu, South
number of other infrastructure tasks are ongoing and
Sudan
planned to be complete within Op TRENTON’s lifetime.
Whilst Royal Engineers (RE) make up the majority of the force, soldiers from many other branches of the
British Army, especially the Royal Army Medical Corps, are also involved in
various ways.
To ensure that the soldiers from the Regiment, joined by some of their
counterparts from HQ 8 Engineer Brigade Communication Information Systems
(CIS) Troop, had the foundation skills required as well as sufficient fitness levels,
a training package led by WO2 Pierce was put on. The training package took
troops from Mandated Annual Training Tests (MATTs) level one, which is the
level they achieve each year to qualify for their tax-free bounty payments, up to
level one. The tests are a little more
demanding-though by no means a
superhuman effort.

Spr Wrixon and 2Lt
Malan (8 Bde)
conduct fitness
training.

The start of this training saw the troops
conducting a fitness assessment which was
carried out along with briefings on the
forthcoming tour and weapons training
culminating in a pairs battle run.

The second training weekend focused on
Chemical Bacteriological Radiological and
Nuclear warfare. This involves training on and in the suit and respirator
that protect a soldier in these environments and the skills and drills that
enable him or her to still operate effectively. Similar protective measures
were employed on the deployment that assisted the fight against Ebola in
Sierra Leone during Op GRITROCK in 2014/2015.
To deploy, soldiers were also
required to complete a loaded march
within a specific time. Whilst normal training only requires a six-mile loaded
march in an hour and a half, level 1 requires eight miles to be completed in
two hours. After a hearty breakfast served up by our chefs and a bit of
travel they found themselves, in a cooling rain kindly provided by the Welsh
weather, plugging away at the 8-mile route. With that finished, dry clothing
and a cup of sweet tea it was time to return, conduct a little administration
and then be on their way home.
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The penultimate training weekend took troops through medical and weapon handling
training, using the dismounted close combat trainer (DCCT) to test weapon handling
skills. The DCCT allows troops to practice weapon handling and practice marksmanship
principles without using ammunition, thus reducing cost, allowing troops to score higher
when they reach a live range. To prevent troops sitting idle, as soon as they came off the
DCCT they were put through their paces by the med training team, ensuring they could
deal with the traumatic injuries as well conduct life support.
Prior to deploying to the range, troops spent the evening on Saturday conducting night
navigation training. When they did deploy to the range the next morning the troops put
into practice their skills with both the rifle and the pistol. All troops showed the value of
the DCCT training as they quickly moved through the marksmanship tests, achieving the
scores required of troops about to deploy.
The final weekend before troops moved on to the assessment centre at Chilwell was
spent in the Brecon Beacons. Troops spent the Saturday developing their weapon
handling, through increasing complex range packages, ensuring they were not only
hitting the required level but also had confidence in their abilities to use both their
weapon system and conduct drills in a safe manner. Their long day came to an end
with their first aid training box ticked and a journey back to Vauxhall Camp.
To ensure troops could confidently pass the difficult 8-mile tab conducted at Chilwell
troops spent their last morning of regimental training conducting another squaded
march. Eight more miles with weight, a little drier than the last eight miles. Seemed a
little easier and showed the benefit of the PT, led by SSgt Heycock, throughout the
development weekends.
The Mission Training and Mobilisation Training Centre (MTMC), based at Chilwell is responsible with the
mobilisation of reserve personnel from across the Army. In order to deploy all reservists must demonstrate,
through the successful completion of tests, that they are at the level required to achieve the needs of the
mission. The quality of the training package led by WO2 Pierce and his team was seen here with 22 of the 25
Reservist Engineers passing the package first time, with one failing due to illness. This is an abnormally high
amount and shows not only the quality of the training package but also the quality of individuals within the
Reserves.
The 22 that passed through Chilwell, including the 8 from the R Mons RE(M), are now deployed with the Regular
army and preparing with mission specific training for their deployment. Look forward to hearing how this training
progressed and how our soldiers found the deployment once they get back.

Personal Development Weekend 5 (19-21 January 18)
PDW 5 saw the Regiment
deployed to Weymouth to
conduct bridge training,
watermanship and a fitness &
healthy living package.
The bridge training focused on
the use of cranes to help build
the Logistic Support Bridge
(LSB), used to allow vehicles up
to MLC of 120 (which includes the Challenger 2) to cross wet or dry
gaps. Whilst the training was specific to the bridge it also teaches
combat engineers the principles for all other bridging activities and
importance of site safety. The SNCOs and Officers were mentored
through how to control the site, safety considerations and planning
for the bridge build.
Alongside the bridge training, troops were introduced to the use of
boats and water safety. The use of boats and watermanship
remains a key skill as it allows for the building of floating bridges and
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support of wet gaps crossing. Soldiers were taken out on the Mk6
Assault Boat, talked through maintenance and safety.
The Regiment’s personnel spent the Sunday morning being put
through their paces by SSgt Heycock and his team. They were also
able to walk around stands and collect information on healthy living.
It was very informative and tough, but key to ensuring soldiers can
deploy when required.
Ex TELEMARK TITAN (13-25 January 18)
The Regiment successfully entered a team of four to represent the
Regiment on Exercise TELEMARK TITAN 2018 in Pralognan-LaVanoise (PLV), France.
Two members of the team had not Telemark skied before so for
them the learning process and hard work began on day one.
Throughout the duration of the tri-service exercise, each skier
received expert instruction by experienced local instructors. So, by
the end of the one week exercise phase, each member of the team
could successfully Telemark ski, with both Lt Falconer and Lt Potts
qualifying to compete in the British Telemark Championships in the
second week.

Lt Potts, Spr Al-Khamiri, 2Lt Williams,
Lt Falconer

Telemark ski racing combines many aspects of skiing in one
discipline including downhill slalom, ski jumping and skating.
With the ability also to ski tour, the discipline lends itself well to
military adventurous training.
The exercise achieved all the aims and was exciting and testing
for all who participated. Army, Navy and RAF teams were
selected pending race results throughout the exercise, with Lt
Falconer taking a place in the Army team to compete at the InterServices Snow Sport Championships in Méribel two weeks later.
Talks with officials are currently underway in an attempt to make
Telemark Skiing an Olympic sport, proposing to introduce it in the
2022 Olympics.

Article from Stone and Eccleshall
Gazette
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- February –
Ex FROZEN DRAGON
In February 2018, 34 members from the Royal Monmouthshire
Royal Engineers (Militia) deployed onto Ex FROZEN DRAGON
2018. This year’s Exercise took place in the region of Mont
Blanc, Chamonix, France.
Chamonix is nestled at the bottom
of a steep sided valley at the foot of
Mont Blanc with a stunning
backdrop of the Mont Blanc Massif
and views of Mont Blanc itself. Set
in a picturesque area, the region
offered an extensive range of skiing
packages to suit all ski capabilities.
The aim of Ex FROZEN DRAGON 2018 was to develop teamwork and
leadership skills by conducting arduous adventure training in unfamiliar
surroundings. An additional benefit is the opportunity to progress personal
skiing skills via specific courses and gain ski qualifications.
Over a 10 day period, 2 groups of 8 novice skiers completed Ski
Foundation 1; 1 group of 8 intermediate skiers completed Ski
Foundation 2; and 1 group of 6 advance skiers completed Ski
Foundation 3.
Ski Foundation 1 is an introduction and understanding of the
basic ski principles – sliding, ploughing, turning, stopping and
linking turns from plough to parallel; with the main goal by the
end of the course is to able to ski in a control and confident
manner.
Ski Foundation 2 builds on
the skill sets learnt from
SF1 but at a more advance level. Students are taken on more
higher-grade slops to refine their skiing techniques with an
introduction to Ski touring equipment and capabilities.
Ski Foundation 3 students refine their skiing techniques both on and
off piste during the first few days of the course before disembarking
on a 2 day ski tour and an overnight stay in an Alpine ski hut. Over
the 2 day tour, students refine their ski touring technique, avalanche
training and make snow shelters.
Overall the exercise was a great success for all members with the
intent of returning to Chamonix again in 2019!
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Spr Kerr enjoying her snowhole.

- March Regimental Training Weekend 7 (23-25 March 18)
The weekend, held on Sennybridge training area, aimed to
improve basic infantry skills by making sections from all the
squadrons complete strenuous tasks as part of a section
competition. Most tasks tested their infantry skills and went
back to basics but an MGOB made its way on to one of the
stands to get the muscles working.
All the sections
achieved a high
standard on the
stands that covered
everything from
medical scenarios to chemical warfare drills and local defence. It
was the team from 100 Fd Sqn that came away with first place,
closely followed by sigs section.

Ex MILITIA FALLEN 18 (15-18 March 18)
The Regiment undertook this year’s Battlefield Study in Northern France; principally between Arras and
Dunkirk, with a focus on the Regiment’s and the Corps’ contribution to the evacuation from Dunkirk.
After an early start and short trip across the channel, troops
arrived at Wellington Quarry Museum (Arras). The museum
allowed sappers to see first-hand a demonstration of the
underground tunnel system and see what kind of work was
conducted by the Regiment in both world wars. Similar tunnels to
those in the museum where built by 100 Fd Coy for use by
General HQ of the British Expeditionary Force in 1940.
The Regiment then travelled to the Villers Station Cemetery where
among others they paid respect to Cpl CW Williams RMRE.
The final activity of the long first day was at the Monument to the Nations, Flesquières. The site of the first
major battle involving tanks in WW1 and where some of the first clashes between German and British
forces would occur in WW2.
The second day began at the Palaise San Veast, the
location of GHQ-BEF in 1940. This was a good setting for
troops to get an overview of “The Phoney War” and look at
the land and naval operations conducted between the 3 Sept
1939 – 10 May 1940. Remaining in the Arras area troops
learnt about the Battle for France, including the Arras
Counter Attack of May 1940.

100 Fd Sqn Briefers (L-R):
Cpl Cooper, LCpl Medlicott, Spr Al-Khamiri and
Spr Burrows

Troops then travelled to Cassel, a site important in the
history of 100 Fd Coy R Mon RE(M). It was the site of the
Battle of Cassel which took place during the retreat to
Dunkirk and it is where 100 Fd Coy were captured by the
oncoming German forces.
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Almost following the movement of the retreating British
expeditionary forces, the Troops arrived at Dunkirk, where
with sand underfoot on Bray-Dunes they looked into
Operation Dynamo. This location had particular pertinence as
it was where 101 Fld Coy were evacuated, allowing troops to
relate back to the event as they studied the individual
elements, land and naval, that made the operation a success.
A sobering trip to the Commonwealth War Graves
Commission (CWGC) Cemetery & Dunkirk Memorial was the
final item on the agenda for the second day and the
significance of the sight was not lost on anyone there. Troops
were able to pay their respects to all those who fell at Dunkirk, including personnel from the Regiment and
those with no known grave commemorated on the Dunkirk memorial.
The third and final day saw troops in the trenches, this time at
Canadian National Vimy Memorial. The preserved trench
systems, mine craters and underground tunnels
demonstrated to troops the enormity of the engineering works
that occurred during the war and the important role their
predecessors played.
A thoroughly educational trip which the location and
description brought to life and got minds focused on what
were real life issues and tactical problems faced on the
battlefield. The exercise’s utility as a teaching tool could not
be doubted but its ability to highlight the role of a sapper
during the war and the ultimate sacrifices made by sappers
will remain with all who took part.
Ex WARFIGHTER (19 March – 20 April 18)
The Regiment deployed the CO, Maj Darren Williams & Cpl
Jenkins to Fort Bragg, North Carolina to work alongside officers
and NCOs from regular engineer regiments in support of 3 Div.
The exercise saw HQ elements fully tested with a mix of real
time exercise input and simulation scenarios. HQs had to react
to scenarios, even donning respirators when CBRN threats
were detected.
3 Div. successfully completed the exercise and demonstrated
its ability to work as part of a multinational fighting force. The
complexity of the operation, coupled with its scale made it
extremely valuable for all personnel deployed from the
Regiment.
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LCpl Richards (RHQ) laying the wreath.

- AprilPersonal Development Weekend 1 (13-15 April 18)
This personal development weekend aimed to develop sappers for their career course by confirming and
refreshing their basic skills. Training out of both Vauxhall Camp and Pwllholm training area, sappers from
across the Regiment covered basics from weapon handling to harbour drills before receiving orders from
section commanders and carrying out a section attack.

Squadron Training Weekend 1 (28-29 April 18)
For the first squadron training weekend of
the training year a strong Guernsey Det
joined Jersey Fd Sqn as they went back to
basics with the Soldier First Syllabus.
Soldier First Syllabus is a new initiative to
focus the Army’s training on how to live and
fight in a contemporary operating
environment, enabling them to perform their
role.
From basic fieldcraft to wet and dry drills.
Following a dunk in the sea at the Harve des
Pas, the Sappers tested themselves against
the resolve of Sgt McDade’s keen eye.
The Squadron then tested the soldiers’ ability to deal with a chemical threat, running the soldiers through
their annual assessment.
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- May-

Amazon Dinner – 225 Fd Sqn (12 May 18)
On the 12 May, 225 Field Squadron held a formal dinner to
mark the 74th anniversary of the building of the Amazon
Bridge and to celebrate an extremely important historical
event in the Squadron and the Corps of the Royal Engineers
history.
The evening honoured the heroics and extraordinary efforts of
the members of the Squadron who bridged the River Rapido
at Monte Cassino, under constant enemy fire, during the
Italian Campaign of 1944.
The event was attended by serving and past members of both the Officers’ and WO’ & Sgts’ messes. The
Worshipful Mayor of Sandwell, Councillor Mr Ahmadul Haque MBE and Mayoress Mrs Surma Haque were
the principle guests.

Dining Club Lunch (12 May 18)
It was another strong turnout from the dining club for it’s annual lunch, with some new faces of the
Regiment being integrated into the wider family of the R Mon RE(M).
The Regiment was lucky to have Maj Ken Grant (Retired) return for the lunch. A
sapper who signed up in 1943 and served through WW2, including the D Day
operations and attacks on Bretvile. On his return, he went on to become Regimental
2IC and led the Regiment through Monmouth on parade.
The lunch was delivered to a spectacularly
high standard once again, which facilitated
lots of riveting conversation and allowed a
potential officer from Cambridge University
Officer Training Corps a glimpse of life in
the Regiment’s Officers Mess family. He
subsequently went on to join.

Maj Ken Grant (Retired) leading the
Regiment through Monmouth

The lunch also allowed the Commanding
Officer to tell the wider family success
stories of the Regiment.
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Ken Grant upon
completion of basic
training

- JuneSub-Unit Weekend – Annual Continuous Training Prep (1-3 June 18)
With the two week training package fast approaching the Squadrons started to tackle the administration
and kit issues that come with deploying an engineer regiment into the field. The weekend saw reservists
being briefed on the outline of camp, maintaining vehicles, constructing the critical equipment and a bit of
PT.
100 Fd Sqn had reservists testing water pumps and checking seals as
well as constructing the Cuplock tower to ensure there would be no
issues with parts prior to it being built tactically in the field. It was a
valuable opportunity for newer members of the Squadron to get hands
on and learn how to construct this important bit of kit. It was a good
example of how equipment care can have great training output.
Annual Continuous Training – Ex MILITIA THUNDER (15 June – 1 July 18)
On the 16 June 2018, the Royal Monmouthshire Royal Engineers (Militia) made the Yorkshire Dales their
home ready for their Annual Continuous Training package, Ex MILITIA THUNDER. Although this was not
the Yorkshire Dales as you know them, as the exercise phase took place during the heat wave, allowing
troops to enjoy the beautiful surroundings in glorious sunshine.
The Regiment spent the first week at Warcop Training Camp
revising and learning new skills for their trade ready for the
exercise ahead.
The Combat Engineers went back to basics; developing their
infantry skills, learning section attacks, formations and hand
signals. They were then given lessons in setting up water
points, constructing Cuplock Towers, building an MGOB and
how to deal with different kinds of IEDs and mines.
This was the first opportunity for many to learn these skills, including the recently
commissioned officers who were getting ‘hands on’ with their soldiers.
Nonetheless, their enthusiasm saw the tasks completed quickly and competently.
RE Signallers spent this week conducting Installation Management Inspections
(IMIs) on all the platforms and manpacks, so that they were ready to conduct the
PACEX and communications recces. They then used their experience to train
the remainder of the Regiment on reports and returns (R3s), the use of slate
cards and maintenance of the equipment.
The SNCOs and Officers used this time to refresh their knowledge on water point
recces.
With rehearsals and preparations complete the
Regiment deployed into the field for five days. They
were located on the Catterick training area, which became part of the fictional
country of Atropia, whose neighbour Limiria had annexed part of their territory. A
local insurgency, the South Atropian People’s Army (SAPA), had taken
advantage of the chaos and increased their activities in this area against the
Atropian army.
The Officers of the Regiment soon had their diplomatic skills tested during their
first meeting with SAPA on the ground, who didn’t seem very interested in British
forces for the moment.
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With SAPA appeased, the Regiment could concentrate on
setting up a water point for refugees from the Atropian-Limirian
conflict. After a successful recce by the Recce Sergeant, a
location was chosen and the Sappers could show off what they
had learnt, with the water point set up well within the timeframe.
All of this was supported by RE Signallers who had set up three
CVs at Regimental, Squadron and Troop level.
After several successful water issues throughout the day, the
troops were up early the next morning to clear away the water
point and head off to another location. However, after
negotiations between SAPA and the Atropian government fell apart, the Sappers were re-tasked to provide
engineering support to the Atropian infantry as they moved north.
The combat engineers met up with Plant Troop, mounted up into
TCVs, and moved North in convoy ready to meet anything
thrown at them.
A long night was ahead as the Sappers dealt with everything
from IEDs, SCATMIN and a night-time MGOB build. Battlefield
casualty drills also came into use as SAPA started to attack
British forces for their more direct support to the Atropian Army,
causing casualties. Nonetheless, after 30 hours awake from
getting up to disassemble the water point, the troops had
overcome all obstacles and tucked up into their sleeping bags
for a few hours sleep.
This sleep as ever was far too short as dawn saw them up and attacking a SAPA position, before
occupying a FOB for the final stage of the exercise.
During various serials in and around the FOB, the Squadron learnt valuable lessons in how to deal with
various threats, from mortar fire to sniper attacks, treating enemy casualties to a field kitchen fire, and most
importantly to always be ready.
After defending the FOB from yet another SAPA attack, the
troops got to do a bit of PT as they had to run back to RHQs
location to help defend RHQ from a SAPA attack. Meanwhile a
main SAPA base was destroyed at another location, and with
Atropia safe for the moment, the exercise was complete.
With the exercise phase complete the BBQ came rolling out.
The cultural day followed with visits going to Carlisle Castle and
the Royal Armouries Museum in Leeds, before ending the day
everyone enjoyed some refreshments in the bar.
The Regiment then dispersed, another successful camp finished. It was agreed that it had been an
enjoyable camp and though the exercise was at times tough, everyone left with a sense of achievement.
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Mechanised Troop Support to Ex MILITIA THUNDER
Ex MILITIA THUNDER preparation started weeks in advance of
the exercise for the Mechanised Troop of the Royal
Monmouthshire Royal Engineers (Militia). With Regular and
Reserve personnel having to resource, plan and organise the
complex tasks of getting troops from across Wales up to
Catterick, with a large amount of kit and resources. A task
made more interesting by non-availability of DROPs vehicles
and having to conduct the full move using Truck Mounted
Loaders (TMLs).
The first week was spent under the expert direction of a civilian training company PDM. Drivers were split
between Truck mounted loader (TML) and Self Loading Dump Truck (SLDT). The course was made up of
an introduction, licence and documentation check, vehicle specifications and capabilities, then plenty of
hands on practical driving and crane operations. All drivers achieved a ‘tremendous knowledge &
experience award’ with two achieving a full pass.
During the exercise the drivers were fully immersed in the exercise. Providing troop carrying vehicles and
Engineer logistics and delivering resources and personnel to key locations to allow the Regiment to achieve
its objectives.
The Regiment has one Regular WO2 post and three SSgt posts as well as reservists in all its Squadrons
that make the MT plan work and made the exercise run smoothly.
Plant Troop Support to Ex MILITIA THUNDER
Royal Monmouthshire Royal Engineers (Militia) Plant Troop, home to
the Plant Operator Maintainers (POMs), used the Annual Continuous
Training Package to maintain currency on equipment, conduct live
tasks and operate vehicles under exercise conditions.
The first week saw them establish V ditches either side of a 500m
track on Catterick Training Area and repair the pot holes and
damage caused by previous flooding. Alongside this the team were
repairing a steep road where vehicle’s use of the verge had started
to cause a partial collapse of the road.
During the exercise phase, in the second week, the plant troop’s ability to
operate vehicles tactically were tested. Called forward to work under the Field
Troop Commander they supported
obstacle clearance tasks as well as
route upgrades, using only hand
signals and no lights.
The exercise was a great opportunity
for POMs to work alongside troops in
the field and continue to develop the
skills they put into practice on
numerous live tasks throughout the
training year.
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- JulySub-Unit Weekend 3 (20-22 July 18)
100 Fd Sqn spent SUW 3 conducting artisan skills training and
community engagement task in Henllys Nature Reserve.
The nature reserve is a beautiful spot located around the South
West corner of Cwmbran and is popular with dog walkers and
young families as it offers a good amount of green space.
Unfortunately, the high foot fall and rain over the winter has
caused damaged to the paths forcing people to walk either side
of existing paths causing damage to wild life habitats.
100 Fd Sqn, as part of wider works within the nature reserve
helped to dig out a 100m path to extend the existing network,
allowing better access and helping to prevent further damage to
habitats. The works allowed training on basic tools and
techniques but was also a good test of site management and
health and safety. Unlike most tasks it took place within a
civilian area so extra considerations had to be taken into
account.
With work within the nature reserve well under way the
Squadron also set about the emplacement of a historic anchor
outside of the Cwmbran ARC. This required the construction of
a concrete pad and support from plant to move both the anchor
and stores.
As well as testing the carpenters, who built the form work, and
the brickies, who had to pour, reinforce and level the pad, the
task also allowed soldiers to test out different rust removal
techniques. This was new to most soldiers so was a good
training opportunity.
Overall the weekend developed a lot of soldier’s artisan skills
and the ability of commanders to manage a site. With minimal
cost, there was a lot of training benefit, alongside a positive
contribution to the community.
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Officers’ Mess Summer Ball (28 July 18)
It was another successful year for the summer ball, with a high turnout and lots of entertainment making it a
fun night for all involved.
The evening began with welcome drinks,
unfortunately this year inside Castle House as the
Welsh weather didn’t get the memo. This was then
followed by a relaxed buffet dinner in the marquee,
now owned by the Officers’ Mess. With good food,
bumper cars and plenty of Militia Wine the hours flew
by and guests were soon moving back inside the
castle for Caleigh dancing, arcade games and a few
games of black jack or roulette. But no summer ball
would have been complete without some YMCA, as
always led by the CO.
As always big thanks must go out to all the team that
made it happen, particularly the Militia Captain Dave
Bell and the guests who turned up the following
morning to clean up.
Warrant Officers’ & Sergeants’ Mess Summer Ball (28 July 18)
This year the Warrant Officers’ and Sergeants’ Mess
came together for a festival themed summer ball, with
a strong line up of bands and plenty of festivities to be
enjoyed.
Never before has Vauxhall fields played host to a line
up as strong as that night. With music from the
Ukeholix, Kyle Accoustics, The Silver Whisker Band
and The Holy Rollers (featuring SSgt Doc Holiday of
Jersey Fd Sqn).
It wasn’t all music however with close up magic, bar
games and the old favourite, Nails. The crowd weren’t
deterred by the Welsh weather which saw plenty of
ponchos and coats donned in the true festival spirit.
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- AugustMobilisation & Operational Deployment – OPERATION TRENTON 5
Location: Bentui, South Sudan
Written By: Spr Lee Greenshields
Attachment: 36 Engineer Regiment, 20 Field Squadron, Field Troop, One
Section.
“The mobilisation package as a whole is nothing to be worried about. After the
build-up weekends, we had at Monmouth we were fully prepared to turn up at
Chilwell with the ability to pass all MATTS easily, making it a good experience,
with relaxed working from 8 till 4 most days. The instructors were there to do
their job and get us through the process without any undue messing about or
thrashings. We could leave camp every night so we took the opportunity to
have a few good nights in Nottingham and catch a mid-week film with the other
Reserves that were deploying with us creating the basis of good friendships that
have continued out on the ground.
After the 14 days at Chilwell we moved to 36 Engr Regt in Maidstone on the
Friday, given our single man rooms, issued our big bag of kit & body armour,
then thinned out for the weekend. The build-up training, we
received while at 36 Engr Regt before the deployment was
amazing. We have gained a wealth of experience that would
take years to acquire during normal reserve training:
transitional shooting, pistol shooting, night shooting, super
sanger construction, water points, vehicle contract drills, deescalation training and more that builds us up to a two-week
exercise that was one of the best exercises that I have been
involved in to date. We have had a good amount of pre-tour
leave and were lucky enough to get home almost every
weekend prior to deploying to see our friends and families.
The deployment itself had a bit of a rocky start with minor
logistical problems, but we eventually arrived in the transit
camp in Juba and then a day later to Bentui camp. Day to day
life here is unchanging, Troop ‘phys’ on a Tuesday and
Thursday with a working day of 0800-1700 Sunday to Friday
with Saturdays off. The on-camp facilities are on point! Food is
amazing, there is a good gym with classes being run on a
weekend, a sun bathing area, film night on twice a week in the
conference room with a projector (and ice cream), a welfare
area with a large TV, FIFA 2018 and every board game you
could ever want. Work wise we are finishing the construction of
a role two hospital, it’s steady days of digging, plumbing,
chippy work or steel work. They’re using us Reserves very well
to help lead tasks, so far it’s been a pleasure to be here. We
have been incorporated into the fold by 36 Engr Regt fully and
not once have I felt any Regular or Reserve divide.”
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Spr Loftus (100 Fd Sqn) & Spr
Greenfields (225 Fd Sqn)

50 Years Service in Royal Monmouthshire Royal Engineers (Militia)
In 1967, on the reorganisation of the Territorial Army (TA), the Royal
Monmouthshire Royal Engineers, 48 Division Engineers (225 Fd Sqn)
and 53 Division Engineers (108 Fd Sqn) combined to form one Regiment,
entitled the Royal Monmouthshire Royal Engineers (Militia).
Sunday 4 August 1968, 225 (City of Birmingham) Field Squadron
conducted a rebadging parade at Gundolf House T & AVR centre,
causeway Green, Oldbury. The principle guest was the Lord Mayor of
Birmingham.

Families Weekend, Sapper 302 (3-5 August 18)
The annual Regimental Families weekend was once again hosted at Vauxhall Camp, Monmouth!
The weekend started with Friday evening arrivals and a warm welcome at Dolly & Co’s al fresco reception.
Great to see all but especially those retired members not seen for a few years. Sandbags and bell ringing
aplenty!
Saturday was initiated by the CO’s welcome and then the safety brief. For the refined amongst us it was
straight into the tea, coffee and cake stall where delicacies both home grown and purchased were sampled.
For those less refined the bouncy castles and inflatable assault course beckoned, keeping children and
some adults entertained, whilst organised team carnage was taking place on the sports pitch. Everything
from Football to Giant Jenga and Nails, where the competitive spirit and esprit de corps was apparent in the
adults just as much as the kids.
Lunch and fine weather saw the BBQ belting out top quality wears with desert in the form of free ice cream,
kindly donated by Unilever.
Shortly after lunch, the question as to what the cordoned off van
was doing parked on the MT Yard was finally answered as
Monmouth Retained Fire and Rescue Service attended a
simulated traffic incident. The scenario involved extracting the
Commanding Officer from what seemed to be a perfectly good van
through the roof using the “jaws of life” and “saw of hope”, both
being expertly wielded! Thank you to Station Officer Cleaves and
his Watch for a cracking commentary and demonstration.
After the hype of the two tone horns, it was back to sports and
competition time with Tug of War, kid’s verses adults, Officers
against the rest of the world and the big finale WO2’s verses the
Sgts. Best of 3 pulls, massive effort from both sides saw the WO2’s victorious but only by the narrowest of
margins. Obviously their increased weight to power ratio gave the WO2’s the mechanical advantage! A
rematch was out of the question agreed by both teams.
To end the sports events, the medal and prize ceremony saw every child go away smiling, and a few
adults!
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This brought the day nicely into the evening and the disco set up on the sports pitch under the stars with DJ
Donovan on the decks smashing out tunes I’d never heard of but the kids loved! As the evening drew on
and the children dwindled more classics were belted out till the wee hours.
Sunday morning saw a culinary feast in the Drill Hall with a cooked breakfast and then with Op Tidy
completed in no time, this brought an end to a very enjoyable weekend!
A huge thanks to those that supported the event from RHQ Group in particular WO2 Andy Jones and those
from 225 Fld Sqn for going that extra mile, without whom, these weekends couldn’t be laid on!
Written by SSgt Paul Firth, RHQ
Sub-Unit Weekend 4 – 108 Fld Sqn (17-19 August)
Lt Martin organised what was to be her last weekend with 108 (W) Fd Sqn before transferring to 225 Fd
Sqn; she will be missed!
The weekend was very relaxed and consisted of driving up to
Indefatigable on the Friday night, ascending Snowdon on
Saturday morning, a few beers in Bangor Saturday night, then
returning home to Swansea on Sunday. Two groups
ascended the mountain via the Miners Track with group one
climbing in 1 hour 57 minutes and group two in 2 hour 5
minutes.
As you can see by the picture, it was complete white out at the
top! Luckily, we were prepared for the weather, unlike some of
the civilians we passed! We then descended the mountain via
the Pyg Track which some say was harder than the ascent. A
thoroughly enjoyable yet challenging AT weekend.
Sgt Mattey, Lt Martin, Capt Casey

Sub-Unit Weekend 4 – 100 Fld Sqn (17-19 August)
100 Fd Sqn deployed on an Adventure Training weekend in
Snowdonia National Park in North Wales staying at Capel
Curig Training Camp. With a series of activities which were
designed to be enjoyable and challenging for all those involved
regardless of ability.
On the Saturday two separate groups departed Capel Curig;
one to a local mountain bike trail only 400 yards from the front
gate, and the other to a classic ridgeline route to the north of
Snowdon. Aside from a couple of harsh falls and a late
downpour of rain the activities were completed successfully.
After being joined by ‘3 Peaks Challenge’ (a concurrent
activity, 100 Fd Sqn enjoyed a BBQ (in the classic welsh
drizzle) and the promotion of Sgt Stevens.
Sunday consisted of a new activity for many: climbing,
crawling and swimming up a local gorge only a 15minute drive from the camp, before a peaceful journey
back home.
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Three Peaks Challenge (17-19 August 18)
“This year for 100 Sqn’s adventure training weekend (SUW4), it was decided that we would organise some
more challenging training in addition to the other AT already taking place. This took the form of the National
Three Peaks Challenge where you need to summit the three highest peaks within the UK in 24 hrs. This
challenge is not only physically demanding but also a logistical nightmare. Not to worry though, the Army is
good at both, right?
On Thursday 16 August 15 members of the Sqn set off to do just
that. We had a long drive to Fort William and a very nice overnight
stay in the Youth hostel in Glen Nevis. We started our challenge at
midday on Friday at the bottom of Ben Nevis. With a total of 13
walkers the group was in high spirits, despite the weather forecast
which was pretty miserable. We pushed the pace out with the aim
of making the summit in 2.5 hours and to complete the ascent and
descent within 5 hours. Ben Nevis can be quite a punishing
mountain in rough weather and we all felt it when we arrived back
at the mini buses soaked through in 4:59 hrs. Thankfully we had a
great admin team who had plenty of hot food ready for us to get
down our necks whilst we were on the move to Cumbria for our
next peak.
100 Fd Sqn Three Peaks Challenge Team
We arrived at the bottom of Scafell Pike an hour before midnight
on start line
and it’s fair to say the weather had not improved! In fact, it was
considerably more hostile. Setting off in the pitch black and heading up Scafell, on what was the footpath
but by then had water running down it like a stream, we knuckled
down with the, to be frank, grim job of “getting up and down”. I have
spent a lot of years hiking and enjoy it very much but I can honestly
say that at no point on this peak did I have any enjoyment!
Although we certainly achieved some of the aims of AT in that we
pushed ourselves in a challenging environment and tested our
mental and physical robustness. With the aim of completing this
peak in a 4-hour window, we didn’t do too bad at 4 hours 11
minutes given the weather. Arriving at the bottom where the
transport was waiting we were greeted with hot bacon rolls which
by then tasted wonderful. With no time to waste we were back on
the buses heading for Snowdonia.

With a long drive in the early hours consisting of fitful sleep interrupted by bouts of leg cramp, we arrived at
the bottom of Snowdon 45 mins later than planned. This meant that we would need to make this time up on
the mountain. We set off at a good pace with this aim in mind. During the ascent, it became obvious that
the group was split with some faster than others. We decided it would be best to split into two groups giving
the most people the opportunity to make the time limit. The weather
was kinder to us and both groups made good time but in the end the
first group consisting of six made it back in 23:30 hrs meaning they
had successfully completed the challenge. The second group were
not far behind but sadly just missed the cut off of the 24 hours. They
had however, still completed all three mountains. On its own a great
achievement.
Feeling exhausted and tired we managed a few more steps on our
sore feet to the pub where we had a well-deserved beer before
heading back to Capel Curaig to join the rest of the Sqn. There
followed a few hours of sleep, a BBQ on Saturday evening and then
Gorge walking the following day.”
Written by WO2 (SSM) K Isley
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- SeptemberPlanning and Development Weekend 3 (31 August – 2 September 18)
Planning and Development Weekend 3, was a busy weekend for the unit with a lot to squeeze into a short
window. Including a day on the hills, the CO’s dine out, the raft race and planning training.
With preparation for the dinner night being handled by Capt Bell, the Militia
Captain, who was supported by a small team and the newly appointed
Regimental Catering Warrant Officer WO2 Roy French, the Regiment
deployed five teams to the Brecon Beacons to start their navigation
training. Teams composed of similar ranks set off from the start line at the
bottom of Pen y Fan.
The training saw team members each take the lead and navigate different
sections of the 26k route, which was designed to develop basic navigation
skills, build leadership and unit cohesion as junior members of each team
found themselves in a command position. Other than the occasional
mishap, map reading was at a high level across all teams. With only one
person dropping off due to injury, the ability of all teams to reach the finish line shows the high levels of
fitness within the unit.
Once back in the castle the officers and seniors dived in to showers and donned their mess kit ready for the
arrival of the CO and his guests. Following, a short speech given by the Honorary Colonel celebrating the
achievements and misdemeanours of Lt Col Scott Spencer’s time as the Commanding Officer, the two
messes along with guests moved outside for the group photo.

The meal, the first since the retirement of RCWO Ken Smith, was of an excellent standard, demonstrating
the skills he passed on to the members of his team and their ability to support Mr French in the future.
The following morning saw officers and seniors getting guidance on the planning of training activities whilst
the raft was being prepared, under the guidance of JNCOs, to ensure it was ready for the race and the
recruiting teams set up along the 6-mile route.
The raft race, an annual tradition in Monmouth, always draws a
crowd and allowed members of the Regiment to develop their
Watermanship skills whilst also raising awareness of the
Regiment within the local area. Whilst not the quickest or
prettiest raft in the race, the ability of the team to work together
was commented on by spectators, demonstrating just one skill
that service in the Reserves develops.
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Infrastructure Improvements
In an effort to maintain and improve facilities at the Castle and the Army
Reserve Centres (ARC) work has been conducted across multiple sites.
Great Castle House’s most notable improvement was conducted by Cpl
Barter and Sappers Steele and Mulin of 100 Fd Sqn. They prepared and the
painted the ceiling and walls of the main stair case, allowing for a new
Westminster style carpet to be laid and new LED bulbs to be installed.
The work to re-invigorate the outside fire
escape is on-going. In-order to make the
stairs safe they required sand blasting
followed by four coats of paint. Due to
scaffolding already being in place a plan to
re-paint the adjoining walls surrounding them
has also been put in place.
Re-painted and carpeted;
the main stair case in Great
Castle House.

Vauxhall Camp’s landscape has changed
with the felling of the poplar tree due to its
size and potential to damage the G1098
building.
Notable to the community around Vauxhall is
Large poplar tree felled in
the work undertaken on the Royal Engineer
Vauxhall Camp.
Inglis Bridge linking Osbaston Road to
Vauxhall Fields. The emergency repairs had to be undertaken to repair the
32 13ft bearers, decking and metal mesh top as the damage had closed the
bridge to both pedestrians and vehicle traffic.

Royal Engineer Inglis Bridge
closed for emergency
repairs.

Swansea ARC has had major work conducted to bring its kitchen up to date.
The main kitchen has been completely stripped out and totally refurbished
by SSgt Jon Jones (SQMS 108) and his team. New equipment, including
industrial fridge, fryer and freezer, has been purchased by RF&CA for
Wales. Everything is now ready to be installed and once the contractor has
fitted the new floor the ARC will have a great new facility.

Boost to Jersey Fd Sqn Silver
The Jersey Fd Sqn have gratefully taken on loan from the Jersey Heritage
the Militia Silver Collection, including portraits, drums, swords and maces
that now hang in their Squadron Mess. An impressive collection with pieces
dating back to the Napoleonic era including a rams head snuff box.
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Regular Support Team
The regular support team is made of regular soldiers attached to the R Mon RE(M) to help the Regiment
recruit reserve soldiers and officers. The Regiment currently has four highly motivated individuals attached.

Cpl Prinsloo: Joined the Army in 2007, he is a Class 1 ME Welder and Class 1
Combat Engineer. He has previously served with 22 Engr Regt, 39 Engr Regt and 26
Engr Regt. He has completed notable exercises in Belize (Ex SAILFISH) and Cyprus
(Ex PINESTICK) and deployed to Afghanistan (Op Herrick 13) as part of the Talisman
Sqn and to the Falklands. He has represented Corps, Army and Combined Services
Cricket since 2009 and has completed tours in Pakistan, India, Australia, West Indies
and South Africa as part of Defence Diplomacy.
Attached to 100 Fd Sqn from March 18

LCpl Mallone: Joined the Army in 2012, he is a Class 1 Signaller and Class 2
Combat Engineer. He has previously served with 26 Engr Regt and 22 Engr Regt.
He has completed a major construction exercise in Papua New Guinea, with
Australian forces and in Canada. He has deployed to Iraq as part of Op SHADER as
part of a mobility support training team. He has represented his previous regiment as
part of the shooting team and conducted AT in the Canadian Rockies.
Attached to 225 Fd Sqn from April 18

Spr Joyce: Joined the Army in 2014, he a Class 2 Armoured Engineer and Class 2
Combat Engineer. He has previously served with 22 Engineer Regiment, where he
has completed exercises in France, Germany and France. He has also deployed
on Op SHADER as part of a military construction force. During his time in the Army
he has represented his previous regiment as part of the shooting team and
completed Nordic Skiing exercises in both Sweden and France.
Attached to 225 Fd Sqn from March 18

LCpl Mogford: A Swansea lad he joined the army in 2008, he is a Class 1 Carpenter
and Joiner and Class 1 Combat Engineer. He has previously served with 26 Engineer
Regiment and 32 Engineer Regiment. He has deployed on exercises to Canada,
Jordan, Kenya, Germany and Poland. In 2013 he deployed to Afghanistan on Op
HERRICK 19 where he was part of the Task Force Helmand Engineer Group in the
Talisman role based out of Camp Bastion. He has played rugby, skied and swam at
regimental level.
Attached to Jersey Fd Sqn from April 18
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Sport
Regiment supports Corps Rugby
The Regiment has continued to support Corps rugby and this year two
individuals have made a notable contribution.
2Lt Rawlins (scrum half) played a part in winning the Inter Corps competition
(30 min rugby), at Aldershot in September last year. New to rugby and with a
busy civilian job, 2Lt Rawlins has fitness in abundance, relatively new to
rugby he is showing promise as a mobile, hard hitting scrum half.
Spr Whitelegg has taken part in a few games this season, showing great
promise he has made an impact in a team of experienced players. Being
front row (an in-demand position) he has the ability to make the position is
own.
The new Corps season starts
the first week of Sept with a
training camp (hopefully in
Monmouth again), followed by
the Inter Corps competition the
following week.
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2Lt Rawlins with Inter
Corps Cup

AFFILIATED UNITS:
HMS MONMOUTH.
Commanding Officer, Commander Ian Feasey RN took over command of HMS Monmouth, also known as
The Black Duke in November 2016. An 8-gun yacht, the first Monmouth was commissioned on 5th March
1666 under the command of Captain Nicholas Hill.
Although relatively little is known of the yachts later service in the navy it is recorded that in 1683 under
Captain Grenville Collins, she was engaged in his great survey of the British coastline which resulted in the
publication of his magnificent atlas, Great Britain’s Coasting Pilot.
HMS Monmouth is unique in the Royal Navy as in reference to the heritage of the name “The Black Duke”
the frigate flies a black flag and has black, rather than the traditional red, name plates.

HMS Monmouth returns to Plymouth after nine-month deployment
HMS Monmouth returned to Plymouth today to a heroes’ welcome after a highly successful ninemonth deployment which included a major drugs bust and saving the life of a ship-wrecked sailor.
A banner-waving crowd of about more than 850 families and friends provided a joyous homecoming in
Devonport Naval Base on 1 December 2017.
Since leaving Devonport in March, the ship has travelled over 40,000 miles through the North Atlantic,
Mediterranean, Indian Ocean and wider Middle East regions.
Her tasking has been varied, but concentrated on maritime security and international defence engagement,
while always being at readiness to respond to any tasks on behalf of the UK Government.
Monmouth’s captain, Cdr Ian Feasey, said: “This has been a challenging and hugely varied deployment
that has tested my ship and her company. Despite encountering temperatures nearing 50 degrees in the
Gulf, my team have continued to deliver all that was asked of them.”
While on counter-narcotics patrols HMS Monmouth successfully seized three-quarters of a tonne of heroin
and hashish with an estimated street value of £65m; thus disrupting the flow of these drugs to the UK and
Europe.
The crew also assisted in the rescue of a sailor from a tanker which sunk in the Indian Ocean - without their
swift action the sailor would have drowned.
The ship deployed for 270 days in extreme temperatures and not lost one day of tasking for any reason.
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Her tasking included patrols in three strategic chokepoints in the Middle East; the Bab El-Mandeb Strait and
the Strait of Hormuz, through which over 40 per cent of the world’s merchant traffic passes, and where the
frigate helped to ensure the uninterrupted flow of global trade.
The crew will now proceed on an extended period of leave until the new year before undergoing an
extensive maintenance period in her home port to ensure she is ready to return to sea later in 2018.

Former CO of HMS Monmouth, Capt Jerry Kyd, is the new Commanding
Officer of the Queen Elizabeth 2 aircraft carrier.
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CADETS
The Army Cadet experience continues to be delivered through Army Cadet Force (ACF) Counties and
Combined Cadet Force (CCF) Contingents. R Mon RE(M) have a direct responsibility to those ACF/CCF’s
who wear our cap badge or affiliated to the Regiment.
The Regiment each year provides support to the Annual CCF camp in Tenby providing the Cadets favourite
Watermanship stand normally throughout June/July. This package runs for 3 weeks at a local reservoir. A
team of six usually support this package. 225 Fd Sqn(M) ran a major open day for cadets which included,
Old Swinford School CCF, Oldbury ACF and Oldbury Air Training Corps.
R Mon RE(M) Officers and SNCOs have continued conducting Inspections of the Cadet Detachments in
support of brigade’s strategy to support the Army Cadet Forces. There are always opportunities to support
cadets; anyone wishing to engage in supporting cadets should first seek authority through their chain of
command. The annual inspection programme has been resurrected and each cadet unit will be visited by a
supporting unit. The Militia Captain has contact with all ACF/CCF’s and can signpost individuals who wish
to assist cadet activities. The chain of Command will organise support to respective training events.
Current RE Cadet Affiliation are:
Location
B Coy (Swansea & Neath) Swansea SA1 3SY
D (Arras) Coy Cwmbran NP44 7HB
F (Mons) Coy Monmouth NP25 3BS
Monmouth School
A Coy Oldbury B68 8DH
C Coy Cannock WS11 0JB
B Coy Dudley DY1 2DQ
A Coy Walsall WS1 2PA
A Coy Birmingham B32 2HX

Supporting Sub-unit
108(W) Fd Sqn
100 Fd Sqn
RHQ
RHQ
225 Fd Sqn
225 Fd Sqn
225 Fd Sqn
225 Fd Sqn
225 Fd Sqn

NB 11Sig X will be redefining affiliations in 2018.
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THE REGIMENT ONLINE:



The regiment has an excellent digital footprint spanning the Regimental Website (including Dining
Club and Regimental Trust pages) and popular social media sites such as Facebook and Twitter
where all of the units activity can be seen. Please Like and Share!



We've been superbly assisted by the efforts of our in-house SME Capt Norgrove, who produces
high quality images to bring to life all the Regiment’s activities.

DEFENCE CONNECT
The Regiment is embracing the new MOD media platform to help Connect, Communicate and Collaborate
with each other. Defence Connect (DC) is a new MOD-wide application, hosted on the Defence Gateway
(DGW) which allows all service personnel to easily find each other, connect, interact and share their work
accreditation (OFFICAL). You can search for people, groups (places) or content. DGW is accessible via
any internet capable device and now with the JIVE Daily App for Apple or android smart mobile phones you
can check and sign up to events in the calendar, down load admin instructions, send messages to one
member or the entire group, start a discussion or write a blog.
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APPOINTMENTS, HONOURS AND AWARDS:
Medals and clasps presented during the period:
Serial
1
2
3

Rank
Capt
SSgt
Spr

Name
Mitchell
Bruce
Smith

Award
VRSM
VRSM
VRSM

Capt Mitchell receives VRSM from the Lieutenant
Governor at Government House
(Pictured with Duke of Edinburgh Gold Recipients)

Captain Wisbey was awarded the Caulfield Cup, by the Honorary
Colonel Maj Gen Davis, for being the top Troop Commander in the
Regiment.

Captain Norgrove, RHQ, was awarded the 8 Brigade
Commanders Commendation for outstanding G1 support to the
Regiment. His work with the Reserve Attendance and Pay
Service (RAPS) supported not only the Brigade but also the
wider Reserve.
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PROMOTIONS:
Lt – Capt
30116695 Lt Barnard

- RHQ. WEF 11 Apr 18, remained in post of Tp Comd Mentor.

OCdt – 2Lt
30276923 OCdt Carne
30228286 OCdt Torode
30247495 OCdt Clark

- Jersey Fd Sqn. Assumed the position of Fd Tp Offr in March 18.
- Jersey Fd Sqn. Transferring to 105 RA, Edinburgh, due to work
commitments.
- 100 Fd Sqn. Assumed the position of Tp Offr in Cardiff in March 18.

WO1 – Capt
25047603 WO1 (SMI) Barker
24913932 WO1 (RSM) Davies

- RHQ. WEF 12 Jan 18 and posted to 36 Engr Regt
- RHQ. WEF 9 Apr 18, assumed the position of Regimental Operations
Support Officer with 170 Gp.

SSgt – WO2
24958762 SSgt Cullen

- 108 (W) Fd Sqn. WEF 20 Jan 18, assumed position of Ops WO.

Sgt – SSgt
24969659 Sgt Turner

- 100 Fd Sqn. WEF 21 Jul 18, assumed the position of 2 Tp SSgt, in
Cardiff

Cpl – A/Sgt
25192916 Cpl Cooper
24753960 Cpl Stevens

- 225 Fd Sqn. WEF 21 Jul 18, assumed the position of 1 Tp Sgt.
- 100 Fd Sqn. WEF 18 Aug 18, assumed the position of RRMT SNCO.

Pte - LCpl
30229057 Pte Mackerill

-RHQ. WEF 11 Apr 18, assumed position of CMT JNCO.

Assignments into Regiment:
550684
24821558
531538
563601
24716822
30184564
25055087
24958357

Lt Col Gossage
Maj Hill
Maj Schofield
Maj Griffiths
Capt McAleney
Lt George
WO1 Husband
WO1 Davies

- RHQ. 1 Aug 18, assumed the position of Commanding Officer.
- RHQ. 3 Sep 18, assumed the position of Quarter Master.
- RHQ. 5 Feb 18, assumed the position of Training Major.
- Jersey Fd Sqn. 27 Jul 18, assumed position of OC JFS.
- 100 Fd Sqn. 1 Mar 18, assumed the position of PSAO.
- 225 Fd Sqn. 1 Mar 18, assumed position of 3 Tp Officer.
- RHQ. 19 Mar 18, assumed position of RSM.
- RHQ. 10 Jun 18, assumed position of SMI.

Transfers into Regiment
30232457 2Lt Townsend to Bristol Tp from CUOTC
30184895 2Lt Wiseman to Cardiff Tp from CUOTC
25045726 WO1 French (RLC) to RHQ Gp (RCWO) from HQ 1 Sig Bde
25179660 Sgt Carter (AGC SPS) to Guernsey Tp, JFS from 39 Engr Regt
25184666 Sgt Schroeder to Bristol Tp from 101 Engr Regt (EOD)
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Retirements
547282
564562
565265
553210
24568301
30193934
24674561
24533182
24628305
24651823
24762771
24639091

Capt England
Capt Hein
Capt Forster
Capt Mayer
Lt Powell
2Lt Young
WO2 Charters
WO2 Ham
WO2 Smith
SSgt Donnachie
SSgt Watkins
Sgt Brooks

Births:

WO2 Ken Smith being presented with his
leaving present by
Lt Col S Spencer

Congratulations to:
WO2 (SSM) Ilsley and his wife Jennifer who welcomed the arrival of a baby girl in April. Both mother and
baby are doing very well.
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The Dining Club

President:
Joint Hon Col, Maj Gen Davis

Chairman:
Maj Keith Down

Secretary and DC Newsletter Editor:
Maj John Carter

Annual Dinner Saturday 7 October 2017
Last year’s dinner was attended by almost 50 members
and their partners and guests. The high standards of this
annual event which, after all, is the Club’s raison d'être,
were maintained in large part by the efforts of a dedicated
team behind the scenes co-ordinated and delivered by the
irreplaceable Militia Captain, Captain David Bell, to whom
the Club owes great thanks.

Annual Luncheon Saturday 12 May 2018
This year’s lunch in May was also very well attended
with 13 serving members sitting down alongside 42
former members including five former Commanding
Officers and a number of older members who met up
with friends they hadn’t seen for many years. This is
what the Dining Club was established to do!
2Lt Tom Clark, one of our youngest members, with 93
year old Normandy veteran, Maj Ken Grant

Battlefield Tour – Militia Crossing 18
On 1st March the Officers’ Dining Club set off on its
third battlefield tour taking a full 55-seater coach to
France for a 3-night trip to visit the sites of some of
the First World War battles that finally brought an
end to the fighting one hundred years ago.
Despite some late winter weather - they escaped
the ‘Beast from the East’ by minutes - it was a most
successful and enjoyable trip combining
comfortable travel, good food, fine wine, conviviality
and fun with great pathos and respect.
This annual trip has become very popular and
bookings are already being taken from members for
their planned trip to Normandy in June 2019.
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RAGAUFFINS WIN INTERCLUB REGATTA
The Army & Navy Club (known as the Rag) sailing team lead by Dining Club member Clive Smith with Jon
Jones and Chris Quinlan as crew, won the Newman Trophy this year.
The Newman Trophy is sailed each year at the Seaview
Yacht Club between invited London Clubs. It is organised
by the East India Club, and sailed in memory of Colonel
Charles Newman VC who was a member.
Charles won his VC in command of the land component
of Operation Chariot, the combined services assault on St
Nazaire on 28 March 1942. Chariot was one of the most
successful joint operations of the early part of the Second
World War and as such it is wholly appropriate that Clive
and his team, comprising a sailor, a soldier and a
barrister, won the trophy for their Club which reflects this
ethos. Well done to Clive and his crew. Not a bad effort!
Maj Clive Smith (Centre) with the trophy.

Club Finances
The Club is financially secure and has pledged to fund improvements to the heating and lighting in the
Regimental Officers’ Mess this year in addition to making a substantial grant to the Regimental Trust.
Attendance at the Annual Dinner and Luncheon is subsidised by Club funds.
Diary Dates
27 October 2018 – Annual Dinner
What is the Regimental Dining Club for?
According to its constitution, the objects of the Club are to preserve the companionship of officers who have
served in the Regiment by keeping in contact with them and sharing news of one another, and the
Regiment, and by organising, for its members an annual dinner and any other function or activity which
may be approved by the Club or its Officers. It may also make cash grants in support of the Regiment.
Although the Club’s principal activity is to organise an annual dinner and other events and activities, it also:


Informs members of those Regimental functions that they are invited to attend.



Periodically sends every member a newsletter.



Informs members of significant news of fellow members.



Makes financial grants to the Regiment.

Membership
Membership of the Dining Club is open to anyone who is serving or who has served in the Regiment as a
commissioned officer. All officers automatically become members of the Club when they first join the
Regiment but many fail to continue their membership when they leave by setting up an annual banker’s
standing order to pay their subscription. Officers who have, prior to commissioning, served with the
Regiment may also become members. The annual subscription is £10.
If you would like to join this exclusive and historic Club, founded in 1920, contact John Carter, the Honorary
Secretary, at john.carter1@live.com
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ROYAL ENGINEERS ASSOCIATION
Royal Engineers Association Diary link: http://www.reahq.org.uk/diary/
Diary 2018

Other Events from REA RHQ
07 June Royal Hospital Chelsea Founder’s Day Parade – invitation only, apply REA RHQ by 15/3/18.
02 June Trooping the Colour – Colonel’s Review – Tickets £10.00
06 & 07 June Beating Retreat, London
09 June Queen’s Birthday Parade - tickets £35, selection by ballot.
22 – 24 June Chilwell Weekend*
27 – 29 July Minley Weekend*
14 - 16 September Corps Memorial Weekend*
13 October REA AGM and Annual Dinner *
14 October Sapper Sunday at Royal Hospital Chelsea
08 November Field of Remembrance, Westminster Abbey
11 November Remembrance Sunday

12 May 2018, REA Members visit the National Memorial Arboretum, Staffordshire.

Ex Sgt Nick Beverley formerly the Signals
Sergeant of 108(W) Fd Sqn popped into
RHQ to buy a regimental tie. If anyone
requires some PRI items, feel free to pop
in.
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REGIMENTAL MERCHANDISE
Obtainable from Sub-unit and RHQ PRI stock, the full range of Regimental Merchandise can be seen on
the Regimental Website.

Regimental Shop stock includes (L-R): Embroidered T-shirt (£8); Regimental Plaque (£18.50); Regimental History by
Graham Watson “ Militiamen and Sappers” (£12.50).

Embroidered Poloshirt (£14).

Militia Umbrella (£25)

Rugby Jersey (£40)
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REGIMENTAL MUSEUM
The Museum is open 2 - 5 pm every afternoon
from 1st April to 31st October.
Admission is free, but donations are always
welcome!
Run by volunteers, the museum tells the story of
R Mon RE(M) from the starting muster roll in 1539
to the present day.
www.monmouthcastlemuseum.org.uk
Dr Eric Old, the Museum Administrator, assisted Platform One recently in bringing to fruition stage one of
the Poppy Trail. The Installation financed by Covenant Grant depicts the journey taken by RMRE from The
Castle to Troy Railway Station 6 Aug 1914. The installation includes several information boards on Castle
Hill and Castle Square along with seven silhouettes erected in the Garden of remembrance to mark the
soldiers of RMRE at war, not forgetting those that did not return. The installation captures the human face
of war at home and soldiers going off to the front line, bringing together the history of the town and our
servicemen and servicewomen. This will be followed up by two further stages, silhouettes and information
boards on the site where Troy Station stood and a series of ceramic poppies attached to premises along
the route with names of soldiers who took that journey.
Inside the Museum Imogen Elliott and her team have dusted off and refreshed the displays to ensure
visitors have the best experience possible. Patricia Lynesmith, the Museum Curator, has been keen to
facilitate visits even when out of season. Our new recruits are visiting the museum as part of their
introduction to military life. Col (Ret’d) Harris has been very busy ensuring the King’s Garden is in full
splendour for visitors to enjoy the peace and serenity of the garden.
The regiment is ever indebted to the trustees, the staff and volunteers who manage and operate the
Regimental Museum.

REGIMENTAL TRUST
The Regiment’s Charitable Trust (#1093105) is a wholly voluntary
charity that has ownership of the Regiments extensive collection
of silver, memorabilia and other chattels, which are on loan back
to the Regiment for its use. It also supports the wider life of the
Regiment: sporting, adventure training, welfare, recruiting and
representational activities to name but a few.
The Charitable Trust is dependent on donations for its funding
and does not employ any staff. Since being formally registered in
2002, it has paid out on average over £4k per annum in support
of the Regiment.
It can only do this with your support – please sign up and donate
today! - http://rmonrem.com/trust/
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A LOOK FORWARD:
Key Dates Oct – Dec 18
October
13/14 - Squadron Weekend 6
27/28 - PDW 4

Key Dates Jan to Mar 19
January
12/13 - Squadron Weekend 9
26/27 - Regimental Weekend 4

November
10/11 - Remembrance Weekend
24/25 - Regimental Weekend 3

February
9/10
- PDW 5
23/24 - Squadron Weekend 10

December
8/9
- Squadron Weekend 8 – Xmas Weekend

March
9/10
- PDW 6
23/24 - Regimental Weekend 5

Useful contact numbers:
RHQ:
Adjutant:
ROSO and welfare officer:
RCMO:
Militia Capt:
PSAO 100 Fd Sqn (M):
PSAO 225 Fd Sqn (M):
PSAO Jersey Fd Sqn (M):
Regt’l Museum

01600 712 935
01600 711 434
07970 628 544
01600 711 460
01600 711 452
01633 838 006 ext 5
0121 541 4202
01534 755 202
01600 772 175

Bulletin Board:




We are keen to get contact details for past members of the Regiment, or to hear their news.
If you have content to publish, please clear with your chain of command and ask for it to be
forwarded it to the Adjt.
If there are items or areas that you would like to see in this, your newsletter – please let us know!
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